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Gassmann: News Items

VI. News Items
Elisabeth Moser Wins Youth Competition
Ruth Gassmann
She has a right to smile, the main winner of the Youth competition, that was initiated
by Migros on the occasion of its 75th anniversary in cooperation with the SBB (Swiss Federal
Railway) and Mobility. The first price includes a month of free travel for two people on the
Interrail, sFr. 7500 travel money, and membership for a year in Mobility in addition to free
mileage.
Elisabeth Moser [who is the daughter of the SAHS Vice President Fred Moser of
Bern, Switzerland] and twenty years of age, exclaitned: "Finally I will be able to get to know
Switzerland because thanks to the SBB and Mobility also remote places can easily be
reached ."
Her vision of a Migros-car for the year 2075 was well received: Her vehicle can be
divided into four parts. If only one person with little baggage needs a ride, only a fourth of
the car will be used; two people will need two parts, and so on. The vehicle can be put
together conveniently by means of magnetic walls; the wheels in the middle can be folded up
as in an airplane.
She holds that a car is not a bad means of transportation. If adapted to a given
situation, the needed space and use of fuel can also be adapted. A brilliant idea!
Briickenbauer, 27 (July 4, 2000), p.31.

Reto Staub (SBB), Rene Meyer (Migros)
Elisabeth Moser (Winner), Thomas Ltitolf (Mobility)
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Midwest Dairy Institute - Visitor Center

Milbank, South Dakota

In 1999, the Milbank Community Foundation commissioned Erdmann Schmocker &
Associates to serve as architects to design a new Pioneer Museum and Dairy Educational
Center. The Museum is currently under construction on a site a few miles south of Milbank,
South Dakota and slated to be completed in the spring of 2001. The 61 'x 85' two-story
building is 8500 sq. ft. (= 850 square meters) and will have an adjoining dairy demonstration
farm of 1200 cows. The museum portion is primarily honoring the members of the two
original Swiss pioneer families Gonzenbach and Nef who emigrated from Switzerland to the
United States in 1924 and settled in Milbank in 1928.
The two gable ends feature an "Alpaufzug" (a parade of cows and their herders
moving to Alpine pastures), designed by Hermann Schelbert, a graphic artist in Olten
Switzerland. The metal figures have arrived in Milbank and are ready to be mounted.
Adjacent to the terrace on the north side will be a small memorial garden symbolically
representing the lakes, mountains, and forests of Switzerland. The building includes offices, a
gift shop, classroom, cafeteria, "Alpine kitchen" and, in the high ceiling space, a display
area. Meeting, audio/video and library rooms are located on the second floor. The interior
consists of local granite tiles and oak flooring, plaster walls, and spruce ceilings. The exterior
is an adaptation of the concept of a "Swiss Chalet." A pergola along the terrace for climbing
roses completes the building.
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